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Villa Grete
holiday apartment in St. Johann in Tirol

Oberhofenweg 15 · A-6380 St. Johann in Tirol · birgit.alberts@chello.at · 0043 664 6200 325
Additional information at https://www.villa-grete.at/

https://www.kitzbueheler-alpen.com/en/stjo/accommodation/booking/villa-grete.html?utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Vermieter-Prospekt&utm_source=Villa+Grete
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Villa Grete
holiday apartment in St. Johann in Tirol

Furnished in a modern and comfortable tyrolean style our apartment is on the ground floor of the recently completely
refurbished Villa Grete in St. Johann in Tirol right in the middle of the Kitzbühel Alps. An open space living room with a suntrap
as well as a spacious couch (day bed for 2 people), a wooden dinner table (8 people) in the winter garden with an outside patio,
a modern well-appointed kitchen, 3 sleeping rooms, 3 bath rooms and a wide entrance hall offer with around 121 m2 sufficient
room to feel weel and relax. Experience tyrolean comfort and recreation in the Schneewinkel skiing area as well as in the nearby
situated skiing area of Kitzbühel. Thanks to the central location of our apartment you have endless possibilities to spend also
your summer holidays in the Tyrolean mountains. Mountain biking, hiking, nordic walking, swimming, enjoying a day trip to
Salzburg and Innsbruck or taking the most well-known Alpine road to the Großglockner peak nearby.
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right at the cross-country ski trail · central location · on the hiking path · quiet location

Rooms and Apartments
Current Offers

Apartment, shower and bath, toilet, 3 bed rooms

WLAN 75Mbit / s , cable TV , ski room with boot dryer in the basement ,

Kitchen : fridge-freezer , electric hob, oven, dishwasher , microwave,

blender , coffee maker, kettle Price incl . Bedding , tow...

ab

€ 270,00
per apartment on 25.05.2023

TO THE OFFER

1-8 Personen · 3 Bedrooms · 121 m²

Conditions
WLAN 75Mbit/s, cable TV, ski room with ski boots dryer in the cellar, Kitchen: fridge with freezer, electric stove, oven, dish
washer, mircowave, mixer, coffee machine, kettle Price including bedclothes, towels and dish towels Bedclothes and towels will
be changed weekly Price excluding city tax and cleaning
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